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November 18, 1969

'ORATDUM TO TTE &XECUTIVEi DIRECTORS

Subject: Searson Commission Recommendation No. 12 concernin
Aid Coordination

'Recommendation

" le therefore recommend that preParations begin at the earliest

Possible moment for establishment, where necessary, of new multi-

lateral groupings which provide for annual reviews of the devel-

opment Performance of recipients and the discharge of aid and

related commitments by donors. The 4orld Bank and the regional

development banks should take the lead in discussions to this

end, and the forld Bank, or another appropriate existing agency,
1/

should provide the necessary reporting services for such groups."

Background

This recommendation reflects the Commission's concern about the extent

to which development assistance is still uncoordinated, unrelated to any

agreed set of priorities in the economies of recipient countries, and insuf-

ficiently guided by and responsive to "development performance" as contrasted

to other considerations, such as historical relationships between donors and

recipients and political objectives of donor governments. The Cormrission

considered that the Bank's activities in the field of aid coordination, par-

ticularly its sponsorship of coordination machinery such as consortia and

consultative groups, and its staff support of aid coordination exercises

1/ Report, page 131
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sponsored by others, have made an important contribution to the solution

of this range of problems. The recommendation, in effect, is that these

efforts should be pursued and, where appropriate, expanded to cover addi-

tional developing countries. But the Commission also proposed that coordi-

nating efforts be deepened and strengthened in various ways, e.g., by ex-

tending them to technical assistance and by giving the coordinating groups

responsibility for reviewing not only recipient country performance but

also the extent to which donor countries' aid and related commitments

towards recipients have been discharged. The Commission further suggested

that, for some of the smaller countries, coordination might be effected

through regional groupings. Finally, it proposed, with respect to the

regional development banks, that they should play some role in initiating

discussions looking to the creation of new groupings, and might eventually,

as and when they develop the capacity to do so, provide some of the requisite
1/

reporting services for the new groups.

Analysis

As the Executive Directors know, we are expanding our program of econ-

omic missions. Annual reviews of development performance will be prepared

for 32 countries: all IDA Part II countries with a population of more than

10 million, plus a fer others which have active development programs with

which the Bank Group is closely associated. Reports on the other developing

1/ Ibid., pp. 130-131
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member countries will also be prepared, although less frequently, i.e., on

a biennial or triennial basis. Economic reports will therefore be under-

taken on a more regular schedule than has generally been the case in the

past. In addition, they will be more comprehensive. They are intended to

provide, over time:

(a) an evaluation of the situation and prospects of the economy;

(b) an analysis of the country's development objectives and of the

major development obstacles and assets of the econony;

(c) an informed judgment concerning the appropriate development strategy

to be pursued by the government concerned and the likelihood that

it will take the action required to carry out that strategy;

(d) an assessment of domestic and external financing requirements and

of the possibilities of meeting them;

(e) an analysis of the principal pre-investment surveys and studies

required to carry out the development program and of the relative

priorities of those requirements;

(f) an appraisal of the available machinery for planning and for the

formulation of economic and financial policy; and

(g) an analysis of the problems of investment and resource mobiliza-

tion and allocation within the economy and among sectors, of ex-

ternal debt prospects, of appropriate borrowing terms, and of

creditrorthiness.

The Bank's experience indicates that the most imnortant element in

promoting coordination for any developing country, whether or not a formal

aid coordination group exists, is the provision to all interested donor



governments and institutions of objective, comprehensive and up-to-date

reports of this kind. Such reports are necessary to provide _uidance for

those Tho make decisions about aid programs, helpo all concerned to pro-

ceed on the basis of a common understanding concerning the critical devel-

opment problems facing each country, indicate priority sectormfor finan-

cial and technical assistance and, to an increasing extent, outline devel-

opment strategies agreed between the country in auestion and the Bank as

being both reasonable and worthy of international support.

T-J enty-t-io of the 32 countries which Twe plan to review annually are

the object of attention by some form of "multilateral groupings", which

~ reviewr both the development performance of the country in cuestion and
41A

the development assistance activities, in that country, of interested donor

governments. The Bank takes principal responsibility for 14 of these groups:

the India and Pakistan Consortia, the Consultative Groups for Colombia, East

Africa (Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and the 3Kast African Community), Ghana,

Korea, ?Ialaysia, ?iorocco, igeria, Peru, Sudan, Thailand and Tunisia, and

the Ceylon Aid Group. Several of these Consultative GIroups are inactive

at present for reasons beyond the control of the B3nk.

The Bank also nrovides economic reorts -Thich serve as the basis, or

one of the bases, for the deliberations of coordination and review groups

covering another six of the 32 countries: the Inter-Governmental Group for

Indonesia (chaired by the Government of the Netherlands); the Turkey Consor-

tium (sponsored by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

with an independent chairman); and the Inter-American Committee for the

Alliance for Progress (CIAP) reviews of Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico.
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In addition, the Bank has provided analytical reports for the informal,

although quite active, aid coordination group convened by the Government

of Guyana, and has participated in the discussions of that group.

As the Commission recognizes, a great deal has already been achieved,

through coordination, to make aid more effective. But there is no doubt

that much more could and should be do . The inherent difficulty of doing

so should not be minimized. Effective coordination of the aid programs of

a number of donors, whose objectives and motivations may rt be identical

and whose approaches and systems of administration are likely to differ one

from another, is a task both complex and delicate. Moreover, our own efforts

have been constrained by staff limitations. I am confident that we are

making progres , but I know that we have much to learn about the coordina-

tion process. Te have tried to maintain a flexible attitude, and to adapt

the format and the emphasis of the o-roiupings under our chairmanship to the

circum staices and needs of the particular recipient country and to the posi-

tions of donors.

I a-ree with the Commission that a number of countries could benefit

from better coordination of development assistance. For some, this means

an improvement in existing, coordination machinery. It would mean the

creation of coordinatin- arrangements for others.

3ome of the poorest countries receive financial assistance from no more

than one or two donors, but technical assistance from several. For these,

coordination of technical assistance is accordin-ly more importmt than coor-

dination of ficnance. In the existing grouos chaired by the Bank, only a

snart has been made in the coordination o' technical assistance. As is noted
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above, our economic missions will be seeking to determine priorities for

pre-investment as well as investment activities. The U.N. Development

Programme (UNDP) will be cooperating with these missions, especially with

respect to the technical assistance and pre-investment aspects of the

missions' inquiries, through the UNDP Resident Representatives. I am hope-

ful that this will contribute to better coordination in this field, to the

importance of which the Commission has called attention.

As for new groupings, the Bank staff is now discussing with four coun-

tries whether, and how, coordination arrangements might be created for them.

Some of these may be formal consultative groups, while others may be less

formal in character. In each case, however, action by the Bank, as the Com-

mission has recognized, is dependent upon the agreement of the recipient

country as well as of donor governments and agencies.

I am somewhat doubtfu about the Commission's proposal that the arouns,

both new and existing, should engage in "explicit and formal" review of

donor aid policies and procedures, as well as of the performance of the

recipient country. Although the Bank has reviewed the terms of aid offered

by the members of its consultative groups, and although participation in such

a group leads obviously to comparisons of donor performancej no group has,/

thus far served as a forum for donor performance reviews. The Development

Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development does serve as such a forum, and also establishes general

standards for the volume and terms of aid. T am not sura that it would add

much to the DAC review and evaluation process if the aid coordinating groups

were also to be used as forums for reviewing each member's performance with

respect to the respective recipient countries. Indeed, the result of such

an effort mtight well be to make creation of additional coordinating groups

more difficult.
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The Commissionts proposal that some of the new coordinating groups

should be regional in scope has attractions, particularly for areas where

a number of smaller countries are seeking to develop their economies within

the framevork of a regional market. e have in fact organized one coordinat-

ing exercise on a regional basis: the Consultative Group for East Africa,

covering Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and the Iast African Community. The three

countries and their Community have many common ties and, in some respects,

are operating as an economic region, so that a regional mechanism seemed

entirely appropriate. However, in practice it has proved necessary to con-

duct the activities of the consultative group for the most part on a country,

rather than a regional, basis. Nevertheless, although this experience has

not been encouraging, I believe that the Bank should take an affirmative

approach toward creating or supporting other regional coordinating groups

when it appears appropriate to do so.

The Commission's suggestion that the regional development banks should

eventually take the lead in organizing or providing the reporting needed

for coordination exercises in some of the smaller countries is worth consider-

1/
ation. In at least two of the three regional banks majority ownership is

in the hands of borrowers and potential borrowers; it remains to be seen

whether donor countries will accept the views of such banks on matters such

as performance, external capital needs, etc., which are an essential part

of a coordination exercise. The one experiment to date by a regional bank

in this field was not successful. In any event, as far as the Bank is

concerned, we already send our country economic reports to the regional

banks, and we would certainly be prepared to make them available to, and to

I?~TThe role of the regional banks in country economic reporting is
considered in another in this series of analytical memoranda.
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participate in, any aid coordination groups which there banks might be able

to organic.

It is possible, although not necessary, to read the Co-mmission's prin-

cipal recommiondation as advocating annual meetings of aid coordination

groups as wll as annual reviews of recipient and donor performance. I do

C not believe that a rigid formula of annual meetings is desirable2 or is likely

to be acceptable to any of the parties involved. Our experience has shown

that such meetings, to be effective, should be held only when there are

important issues to discuss. For some aid coordination groups annual or

even more frequent meetings will be appropriate. But insistence on a schedule

of annual meetings for other groups woul entail a misdirection ,of staff

resources both for the governments concerned and for the Bank.

Gonclusion

Te intend to continue our efforts to expand and improve our aid coordina-

tion activities. In the process of our review of the development prospects

of each developing country, we shall consider whether and what kind of "new

multilateral groupings" are desirable. fe also intend, as in the past, to

review periodically with the principal interested governments the experience

we gain in coordinating groups, with the object of continuing efforts to

improve their effectiveness. No imiediate action by the Executive Directors

is required. .That theinaased-ntIviLy-uorr-

Robert S. 71cNamara



JOINT BANK-FUND LIBRARY

1/5 to Mr. Demuth

An excellent treatment of a most diffi-

cult subject -- it is so important you,

Burke, Siem, Irving and I should discuss

it before submitting the memo to the

Board. Please distribute the memo to

them and schedule the discussion for

1/19 following the P.C. meeting.

McN

Burke Knapp

Siem Aldewereld
Irving Friedman

P.C. = President's Council



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATION L FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPOR1 TION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. McNamara DATE: Decmber 31, 1969

FROM: Richard H. Demuth

SUBJECT: Pearson Commission Re omiendation on Debt Relief

Attached for your consideration is a draft memoranhum analyzing
the Pearson Commission recommendation on Bank participftion in debt
reschedulings. As you will see, the memorandum proposos that we
should preserve the "special position" which we have In the past
asserted and which has been accepted by other major ceditors, but
it also proposes that we should be willing to partic pate financially
(i.e., relax the terms of our loans) if the circumst4nces of the par-
ticular debt crisis justify it or make it essential/for us to do so.
I think this is the right position for you to take,j and that it is
probably the only one which the Executive Directors would accept.
Nevertheless, given the continuing growth of the Bank's lending opera-
tions and its position as a major creditor, I believe that, in practice,
it will prove necessary for us to participate to :an increasing extent
in rescheduling operations. However, I see no need to announce that now.
The draft memorandum preserves our flexibility.

Ronnie, to whom I have shown the attached draft, is concerned about
the reference to the Articles of Agreement and/ to the Bank's legal right
to modify its loans, made in the first sentence of page 5, because he
thinks it may revive the controversy that arose concerning the legal opin-
ion he rendered at the time of the Indian debt rescheduling and which is
cited in footnote 2 on that page. I believq that the memorandum is so
written that it will not give rise to the kind of controversy Ronnie is
worried about and that it would not be proper to send a memorandum to the
Board which had no reference to the specific provision in the Articles of
Agreement which deals with the subject analyzed in the memorandum.

cc: Mr. Broches

4
-,7

7~
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" (. i2'(2'Y rec.n th'. dKbtopyaulns avoid the roe? fox, ropaated

rwnOaAduiKn and Una% to SO-OW51bli3 a PCOlis!i UAi for MACYlo-

Sint financw. TcWoj 0 Oak on the 17, an i:DAint pizrOcers of

long-term and shr-oM ian=e ro nie Yost of Courso vnrtiai-

pate in esedun d e in .-

in tho C:i o' *:dnt, Th procodu and prinoipis for dobt

re lu. opir.ionu in recont jo s havo ofi1w boon i ca.uAtc. The yrpot

points out thtt the eb problem of dWelapia aontriw cannot he looked

at in Win5ttion fron the over-ol problen of acnonic groTh or the necd

o ujytur'e {ore'' . cw no. U onuthoi'co, thn Co.insion found, Q'/
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Ents rather th1 on rso-Wablirhin; /17 AwnNial fAnneork for ordser
2/
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"irroppectIve of the policy :of th
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debt relief i not justAfd " . debt criis in patently tin re;lt ya Lis-

rna.agaw:nt and thore is no rnasonAbls hpo for a chane of policy," it A2no

stresnad that "th1 aicc mulaion c. ecessive debt is usn3.ly the cotbined re--

sult of Drrcru of horrounr CovrnQants and (f tMir VO .A credito::s.

The ComVIsuion foercd t.22t, in several instancns, debt had been reschoduled

on the braiv of thorrun accom:antion which:fedM to ocare an ordoyly:y i-

surotion of norml Miancial relations and hid to be follaxed soon thercafter by

further rescheduling opertions. Thin "RW lensh" approach, in the omis-

sionlc viaq createn undenirable uncertainty and hap 2ra &P efforts of th'

debtor to c:ulate the lon- teri plAnn and polic.s m Cc ary to cnue rencl 'Od

growth of the ecounry. The Coaiasvion COncluathn ocn, that, iAlen debt ra-

MY is justifind, it sMould be EIvew for "an adequate period to avoid a rapid

succosvion of debt rolief negotlations." It addon that debL problems should,

prefenbly, b considered in "conuorbla or consultative gronps Viora the accent

of the discurmion is placed on devaloPnont probl o nd polices,"

The Co ssion's report reconnods participation by tho Banm and the Fund

"in rcschedulinE discuvsions." The rsport is anbiguous as to hethor the Corm-

nission intended such participation to be in an advisory capacity or to inulude

financial participation in debt relief opoeations; the Comiieission's staff has

advisnd that the intontion rav to rx ocoaeond both. Accordingly, both f rno of

particpation by the Pank are ceamined below.

a) Pcti cipation ind bt reliefdiin

Th_ Bank has attendcd the dincnsnions foR all but one debt relief operation

I/ ;Wd-, p. 156

2/Report, p. 157
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for its nober countrieo, conyrally as an obrover. In all Whso discussions,

Bein cta10 , toacther ith sV3ff of th: IC), has provided tuchnical infoxuation

andlm. .,,'u advie on tho (conomic condition and prospects of the debtor

countit. The Bank has boon particularly concerned to ctress the implication

for long-tern cro'uth in the debtor country of alternative solutions to the

L'iCKdihtC debt pr oblcn.

I sharc the Gommc.iion' s viC that "/Uheri is a close connection between

debt difficulties and the need for future foreign assistance."l/ I therefore

agree that, :hn requested to do so, the Bank--in close cooperation with the

Fun-Ehould actively participate in the discussions between the creditor

countries and a debtor country which is experiencing' a debt crisis; and that,

in such CiJ.cusions, the Dank staff should continue to pay particular attention

to the probable effects of any proposed relief on the future development of the

debtor.

I do not believe, however, that it vwuld be feasible or desirable to

establish specific ground rules as to the type of debt relief which should be

genierally proided and which Dank staff rbould advocate in discussions. Each

debt crisis differs In Eome degree from others, both in its origins and in the

circumstancos that surround it; its solution doTpends to a large extcnt on the

pat and prosent political relotions and patteyns of trade between the debtor

country and its creditors, the dcEree of confidence which the creditors have in

the gvernment of the debtor country, and the financial and balance-of-payments

positions of the individual creditor countries. Internal institutional con-

straints in particular creditor countrie; also influence the possible terms of

a debt reaief oneration.

1/ eo r L, Fp. 15 7
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November 17, 1969

MNORANDUN TO THE EXScUTIVE DIRT S

Subjects Pearson Comission Recommendation No. 16 concerning Joint or
Par lel Financing

Recomendation

"We recomend that multilateral agencies extend the practice of joint

or parallel financing of projects.tt/

Analysis

This recommendation comes in Chapter 9 dealing with ways of making aid

more effective. It is one of a series of reccmendations in the context of

a sharp criticim of aid tying and is put forward as one way in which the

multilateral agencies can help to mitigate the harmful effects of tying.

The Bank shares the view of the Comission that joint financing between

multilateral and bilateral agencies, where feasible, can help borrowers to

obtain the advantages of wide international competitive bidding while at the

same time utilizing some of the tied bilateral assistance available to them.

Joint financing between the Bank and co-lenders also has other advantages.

It provides a means whereby funds from other sources are channelled into

high priority projects. Because of the responsibility taken by the Bank for

project appraisal and supervision, the execution of jointly financed projects

is likely to be more effective than might otherwise be the case. And joint

financing with the Bank enables bilateral agencies, notably those in somecbf

.1 Report, page 17h. The Coutission did not say what it meant by "joint or
parallel financing." As used in the Bank, "joint financing," in its nar-
row sense, refers to arrangements under which individual contracts for a
single project or program are financed partly by the Bank and partly by
the co-lender(s), "Parallel financing," as used in the Bank, refers to
arrrangements under which the Bank provides all the external finance for
individual contracts or separable facilities for a project or program and
co-lenders provide all the external finance for other contracts or other
facilities. For purposes of this memorandum, however, the term "joint
financing" is used in a general sense to include all arrangements for co-
lending.
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the smaller aid-giving countries, to insure that their funds are being applied

to sound projects without the necessity of building up large project appraisal

staffs of their own. For all these reasons the Bank maintains a positive and

flexible attitude towards joint financing wherever it can be carried out under

conditions insuring wide international competition and without involving unduly

complex procedures.

A recent review of the Bank's experience reveal& a great diversity in the

methods of joint financing that have been used. No one formula, and no one set

of rules as to the detailed arrangements, can fit all circumstances. Attached

as Annex 1 is a table showing the number of projects, total cost, foreign ex-

change cost, and the contribution of the Bank or IDA and co-3lenders, respectively,

in joint financing operations for 1955-1968 and up to October 15, 1969. The

table indicates that, while joint financing has been a regular feature of Bank

operations for many years, both the number of such operations and the amounts

involved increased sharply in 1968 and 1969. This reflects both greater efforts

by the Bank to find ways of associating Bank Group finance with funds available

from bilateral sources and greater intetest by a number of national aid and ex-

port financing agencies in becoming associated with projects appraised and

partly financed by the Bank Group. There is being circulated separately a sum*

mary analysis of the kinds of joint financing arrangements in which the Bank or

IDA has been involved through 1968.

Some types of joint financing arrangements have been quite difficult to

work out and have imposed a significant administrative burden on the Bank, on

co-lenders and on borrowers. Where funds of a bilateral co-lender are already

untied, as are those of the Swedish International Development Agency, there is

no significant administrative difficulty. On the other hand, joint financing

with co-lenders providing funds tied in various ways and operating under dif-

ferent sets of constraints, as in the case of the Colombian power and water
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supply and the Mexican power projects,3/ has involved extensive negotiations

and detailed administration; this type of financing is therefore likely to be

appropriate primarily for larger projects.

lkbile several variations are possible, the basic necessity, if tied funds

are to be "untibd" by use of joint financing techniques, is to obtain credit

offers from the countries likely to win orders under a system of international

competitive bidding, each country so participating agreeing to finance the

whole, or an agreed proportion, of the orders it receives. If international

competitive bidding is to be open to all Bank members, credit offers have to

be available from all the countries which are likely to be competitive.

If, however, only a few countries are prepared to participate, it may be

necessary to restrict bidding to these countries. Wile even some competition

is better than none, the full contribution of joint financing in untying tied

aid can be achieved only by a broad participation by equipment-supplying coun-

tries.

In a joint financing operation, the terms on which countries are prepared

to provide credit are important. It is understandable that capital goods ex-

porting countries wish to avoid a credit race involving ever-increasing periods

of credit and subsidized interest rates. It would, however, greatly facilitate

joint financing if countries were prepared to adjust the terms of their lending

to a reasonable extent so as to have a minimum term and a maxim= interest rate

agreed to by all participating countries, so that orders can be allotted purely

on the basis of price. The longer this minimun term is, the more suitable the

joint financing will be for the needs of the less developed countries.

1 Loans 536 CO and 537 CO, June 3, 19681 Loan 575 00, December 2, 1968.

X/ Loan 436 ME, December 15, 1965; Loan Sh ME, June 28, 1968.
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Progress by potential co-lenders towards standardisation of credit

terms for projects financed jointly with the Bank would facilitate in-

creased use of joint financing, as suggested by the Pearson Ocaission, thus

effectively extending the field of competitive bidding and enabling borrowers

to make the best use of the tied funds available to them.

Conclusion

The staff has been instructed to examine every project requiring sub-

stantial external financing to see whether it has possibilities for joint

financing. Such joint financing is facilitated by the Bank's practice of

maintaining close contacts with both developMent aid and export financing

agencies in the principal caphtal-exporting countries that are potential co-

lenders. Since the Bank's policies are consistent with the Pearson Comis-

sion's reccnuendation, no action by the Executive Directors is necessary.

Robert S. McNamara



ANNEX 1

JOINT FINANCING OPERATIONS BY YEAR OF SIGNATURE OF
LOAN OR CREDIT

Foreign Bank/IDA
No. of Total Exchan e Contri- Co-lender % Total Cost

Year Projects Cost Ct bution amount 2/ Bank/IDA Co-lenders

Primarily
development ------------------- $ million ---------------
finance:

1955 1 26.6 18.0 18.0 2.6 67.6 9.7
1956 1 226.0 200.0 80.0 128.8 35.3 57.0
1957 2 54.0 32.3 20.1 16.5 37.2 30.5
1958 2 61.7 41.1 41.1 6.4 66.6 10.3
1959 3 195.6 160.4 60.2 32.3 30.7 16.6
1960 7 279.7 230.2 113.0 56.3 40.4 20.1
1961 5 283.4 151.6 75.1 63.7 25.4 22.51962 1 196.0 118.0 47.0 51.0 23.9 26.0
1963 3 97.6 64.6 43.6 22.9 44.6 23.5
1964 8 445.4 284.5 145.6 99.5 33.2 22.3
1965 2 37.8 25.1 15.7 17.1 41.5 45.2
1966 1 39.0 24.0 19.2 4.8 49.2 12.3
1967 4 125.0 94.3 53.2 18.0 52.5 14.4
1968 9 586.4 264.8 145.9 150.3 25.2 25.7
1969 thru
Oct. 15 10 577.8 242.4 153.4 101.8 26.5 17.6

Total 59 3,232.0 1,951.3 1,031.1 772.0 31.9 20.8

Indus
Basin 3/
and
Tarbela 2 1,626.0 1,030.0 173.4 1,191.5 10.7 73.3

Total 61 4,858.0 2,981.3 1,204.5 1,963.5 24.7 40.2

Export
Finance

1968 5 536.6 320.7 250.0 51.4 k/ 46.5 9.6
1969 .1 247.4 80.0 60.0 19.7 24.3 7.9

Total 67 5,642.0 3,382.0 1,514.5 2,034.6 26.8 36.0

1/ Includes some estimates.
2/ Excluding public issues but including private placement through banks.
3/ The saving of $324 million in the Indus Basin Fund has been deducted from both

the total cost and the co-lenders' amount and pro-rata, 60% from the foreign
exchange cost.

4/ Amounts likely to be utilized following pattern of award of contracts.



November 14, 1969

ME24ORANDUM TO THE EMECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Pearson Comission Recoumendation No. 7 concerninS IFC Policies

Recommendation

"W . . . believe that the international agencies should play a more

active role in advising developing countries in their policies toward

foreign investment. . . . We hope that a reorientation of IFC policy

LTess emphasis on profitability and more on the economic implications

of its investmentga is possible. . .

Bacground

This recommendation appears in the context of a discussion on ways in

which developing countries might realize greater advantages from foreign

investment. While many of IFC's investments have benefitted the host coun-

try, others, the Commission finds, have contributed only marginally, if at

all, to economic development, rarely being preceded by an analysis of their

impact on the country's economy. This, the Commission says, is because

Profitability has been IFC's principal investment criterion. While it does

not suggest that IFC should ignore profitability, it urges that IFC

reorient its policies #for the sake of the economic impact of its own invest-

ment and even more for that of the new investments which . . . it is well

placed to promote."

Analysis

As the Commission recognizes, profitability is an essential investment

criterion for IFC. The IFC Articles direct it to undertake its financing on

terms and conditions which take account, among other considerations, of "the

terms and conditions normally obtained by private investors for similar

financing. " In addition, it is directed to "seek to revolve its funds by

27 Report, page 114-115.

I/ Art. III, Sec. 3(v).



selling its investments to private investors whenever it can appropriately do

so on satisfactory terms."!/ IFC wants partners in the enterprises in which

it invests, it wants to revolve its funds by selling seasoned securities out

of its portfolio and, above all, it wants to encourage the growth of private

productive enterprise in the developing countries. Each of these objectives

alone, and certainly in combination, makes the pr~minence of the profitability

criterion inevitable.

It is true that IFC has not in the past had a strategy of development

based on the needs of the countries in which it operated. It tended to con-

sider individual projects as they came up. One reason was that, until the

Bank's Articles of Agreement were amended to permit it to lend to IFC, IFC

did not have sufficient resources to enable it to make a significant impact

on the economies of its member countries. Another was that in the past it

did not itself engage in promotional activity but instead concentrated on a

catalytic role, investing in projects which either would not go forward at all,

or would not go forward as quickly or as effectively, without its help.

Having said this, I must add that, in my judgment (and in the opinion of

the members of the IFC Advisory Panel expressed at their meeting in October),t'

the Commission has underrated the attention which IFC has paid, particularly

in recent years, to the developmental significance of the projects in which it

invests. This has been a matter of increasing concern. IFC's Annual Report

for 1969 declares that IFC

"believes that in the current stage of development, and under present

and foreseeable conditions of capital markets, the continued success

of development in raising living standards will turn, in many places,

g Art. III, Sec. 3 vi).

.2/ IFC/R69-45, dated October 24, 1969.
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1/ Art. III.,-c. 3 (vi).

2/ IFC/R69-h5, dated October 24, 1969.



to an increasing degree upon locating, and bringing into operation,

development esterprises that satisfy both public and private profit

motives."1

It defines "public profits" to mean

"the uL objectives a public sector planner would have in putting

to use scarce and costly capital for national purposes, including t

higher national incme; higher foreign exuehange earnings or reduced

foreign exchange outlays; higher productivity of capital and labor;

higher employment; increased supplies of industrial and agricultural

goods and services needed by the country) expanded and improved labor

and management skills; growth of financial, service and trade businesses

to cdanect up, finance and handle the products of the country's growing

economy; growth of a national capital market and of its connections to

the rest of the world, and achievement of such gains with minimum addi-

tion to the national debt service burden. "2/

Although my appraisal of the current situation is, therefore, less negative

than that of the Commission, I nevertheless agree that developmental significance

should be given a more prainent place in IFC's investment decisions. This shift

in emphasis has already begun and will be reflected in the revision of the IFC

policy statement which I shall soon submit to the IFO Board for approval.

At the same time, I agree with the Comission's recomendation that IFC

should be better equipped to ascertain and to take into account the economic

implications of its investments. One step I have taken in that direction is

to authorize IFO to appoint an EkonoTic Adviser who will add to IFCta in-house

economic strength. In addition to the attention which IFC will thus be enabled

to bring to bear directly upon the implications of proposals which it is con-

sidering, IFC will have the benefit of the work of the new Industrial Projects

V Annual Report, 1969, p. 6.

V Ibid.
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1/ Annual Report, 1969, p. 6.

2/ Ibid.



Department of the Bank. As I have pointed out in another of this series of

memoranda, it is my intention that the work of IFO and the new Bank Depart-

ment should be complementary.

Conclusion

The paths along which IFU is proceeding are consistent with and should

effectively implement the COunission's recomuendation. I intend soon to sub-

mit for the approval of the IFC Board a revised IFC policy statement which

will reflect this trend.

Robert S. McNamara



November J.4, 1969

MMRANUM TO THE EXIE VE DI/4TORS

Subject: Pearson Cuission Recommendation No. 2 concerning IFC Project
Tdenfication ind Investment Fronmoton Work

Recommendation

"Because the IFC and organizations like it have links with the private

sectors of both developed and developing countries, they are logical

agents for project identification and investment promotion work, and

they should become much more active in this field."V

Backgro.nd

The Oimiission reports that it received the "definite impression that

most low-income countries would welcome a larger flow of foreign investment."

It offers four principal suggestions for ways to increase the flow, one of

which is the recommendation quoted above. The Conission notes that there

are bilateral programs intended to stimulate the flow of private capital,

which include subsidization of investment surveys and the publicising of

investment opportunities. It coments that these programs are useful, but

ovton too sma1l and too isPerfectly geared to the investor's real needs,

and it recommends that they should devote more attention to nducing mall

and medium-sized investors to take up projects in developing countries, pro.

viding them where necessary with technical assistance. The report proposes

that "similar change" should be encouraged with respect to IFC. oamenting

tht in the past IF has interpreted its Articles to mean that it should

leave all project initiative to others," the Comission adds that there

are signs that IC and similar bilateral institutions are beginning

2/ Report, p. 123.
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to appreciate the role they could play in actively identifying new investment

opportunities and bringing together domestic and foreign partners to execute

them. There follows the recommendation that IFC and similar organizations be-

come much more active in this field.

Analysis

The Commission is correct in stating that in the past IFP was content to

leave the project initiative to others. But its reference to IFC's current

approach does not fully reflect'what has been achieved recentlj

In July 1968, I told the IMQ Board that I considered that IFC had estab-

lished itself in the industrial and financial comunity and had built up staff

experience to the point at which it could usefully do more in the direction of

investment promotion. Many developing countries were thought to have a low

absorptive capacity with respect to industrial projects. Bat, if experience

in other fields was any guide, some of thfs-apparent lack of absorptive capa-

city could be overcome by increased preinvestment assistance. Experience also

indicated that there were instances of promising investment opportunities in

the developing countries where projects had not been carried out, or had been

carried out inefficieitly or ineffectively, because of the absence of suitable

sponsors to do the necessary developmental and promotional work, [Ijtherefore

proposed that IFC should become more active in seeking to promote industrial

proocts where there was a reasonable prospect that the project would eventually

be suitable for financing by IFC in accordance with its established criteria.

[Ijproposed, further, that IFO should be free to suit the form of promotional

activity to the needs of the proposed venture and the circumstances prevailing

in the country in which the venture would be located. This might mean, in some

instances, that IFC would assume responsibility for implementing a project from

its inception, through the stages of a feasibility study, detailed engineering



and market investigations, finding technical and financial partners and putting

together a financial package. At the other extreme, it might mean that IFC

would participate as one of a number of shareholders in a pilot company which

would conduct the requisite investigations on behalf of a group of technical

and financial sponsors already committed to proceed with the venture if the

investigations demonstrated the project' s viability. CIjsuggested an over-all

limit of $250,000 for promotional costs. The Board approved the proposal,

with a limit of $50,000 for any one project.

Under this policy, in the 1969 fiscal year IFO invested in an industrial

promotional company in Hondurasl/ and in two tourism promotional ventures in

Colombia! and Tunisia.1/ IFC also comnitted funds to a cement project in

Indonesia, taking primary responsibility for determining the feasibility of

the project and organizing financial and technical support fo* it.

In January of 1969, the IFO Board approved my proposal that IFC should

be willing to put a director on the Board of any promotional company to the

shares of which it has subscribed, if in IFCOs judgment this would enable

its promotional activity to be carried out more effectively.

Locating investment opportunities, promoting indigenous entrepreneurial

talent and encouraging the growth of private investment is a difficult job.

IFC plans to increase its efforts in this area by continuing and intensifying

activity of the kind deacribed above and by increasing its contacts with

individuals and institutins in both the developing and developed countries,

with an eye to uncovering and exploiting investment opportunities. These

plans will be reflected in a new policy statement for IFC which is now being

drafted and which I shall soon be submitting to the IFC Board of Directors

for approval.

l/ No. 140.
&/ No. 137.
2/ No. 152.
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If these policies are to be more than pious statements of intention, it

will be necessary that IFC have available staff who can spend a considerable

portion of their time in the developing countries. It would be their primary

function to look for investment opportunities which IFC might appropriately

participate in or bring to the attention of others. This will require adding

several senior professionals to IFC's staff.

Even if IFCts staff is enlarged, IFC cannot by itself accomplish all that

needs to be done. As the Executive Directors know, the Bank Group as a whole

has given considerable support to institutions in the developing countries

which are themselves engaged in promoting private enterprise. The Pearson

Commission has recommended greater help to development banks and similar in-

stitutions, and the memorandum analyzing that recomendation reviews the past

activity of the Bank Group and plans for increased support in the future. How-

ever, IFC's assistance should not be limited to institutions formed by residents

of the developing countries. It should, and it intends to, work with, support

and help to finance institutions such as the Atlantic Comunity Development

Group for Latin America (ADML),2/ the Private Investment Company for Asia

(PICA),-' and other comparable organizations (including the private investment

21/ ADELA is a private corporation, with authorized capital of $60 million,
$52.65 million of which has been subscribed by 234 stockholders in Rurope,
the United States, Latin America, Canada and Japan. It makes equity and
loan investments and, through an entity known as ADELATEC, which is in
effect a firm of development consultants rendering services to ADELA and
to others, it engages in a variety of other activities designed to support
private investment in Latin Americas underwriting, project identification
and promotion, project management, market studies, resource surveys, and
feasibility and pre-feasibility surveys. The ADELA Group is at present
giving priority to agri-business and tourism. It is increasingly devoting
its energies and resources to self-initiated sectoral studies, project
identification and project promotion in these fields.

g/ PICA, whose authorized capital is $40 million, was modeled on ADELA; the
two Corporations have a number of shareholders and directors in common.
PICA was formally organized in February of 1969 and its operations have
thus far been limited.
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company proposed for Africa) provided that they need help, are well managed,

and are carrying on investment programs that will assist the development of

the countries in which they 0" doing bua*ness.

It is relevant to remind the Executive Directors that the Bank also in-

tends to do more to help identify and prepare industrial projects. As the

Executive Directors are aware, I have recently established an Industrial

Projects Department within the Bank, which will assist governments in the

field of industrialization through sector analyses and project identification

work. To assure that the efforts of IFM and of the new Department, as well as

the activities of the Bank' e Development Finance Companies Department, are

complementary, and that there is a full exchange of information and an appro-

priate allocation of responsibility among all Bank Group operational units

working in the field of industry, I have also created an Industrial Coordina-

tion Conuittee composed of the Executive Vice-President of IFC, as Chairman,

and the Directors of the two Bank Departmente.

Conc2,usion

Since the plans for future IFC activity are consistent with the Comais-

sion's recammendation, no action by the Executive Directors is now required.

However, it should be noted that the implementation of the plans will, as

indicated above, (a) involve a revision of the IFC policy statement, which

will be submitted for the approval of IFC's Board of Directors, and (b) call

for additional IFC staff, which will have implications for the IC budget.

Robert S. McNamara
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MCMiN TO THS XMoUIEv DIRSCT 88

Subject t Pearson ceooinsion Rommendation No. 10 monorning
OdFie on Industia and Yoreln InVOWStWR Poliags

R&oMgsnndation

"International institUt*na, such as the Wrld Bank ... , should

expand further their advisory role regarding Industrial and

foreign investment polioes. These activities could eventualIg

be fuly transferred to I0 if the proposed reorientation of

10 is 5suoess5foy 8s*hAvd".

Ba&grund

This recm-nndation appears In the context of the Conadsion's

discussion of the potential of foreign investment, primarily direct

investment, for contributing to the faster growth of the developing

Countries. The Commission reporta its impression that most low inome

countries would velome a larger flow of foreign investment, and sug-

pats a nuiber of ways in which that flow might be stimulated. It

believes that developing ceuntries urgently need impartial advice co-n

aerning their posture toward foreign investment. It finds that sach

advice has rarely been provided in the past. With respect to the Bank

Group, the Commisaion osys that the Bank has tended to delegate much

of its industrial activity to 110, but that V7C has deliberately and

to the extent possible avoided involvement in issues of govewntal

I/ Report, page 115. The proposal for reorientation of IC policy is
the subect of a separate moranduu.
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policy and is, in any case, not equipped to ascertain the economic impli-

cations of government policies.

The Commission also observes that much of the substantial industrial-

ization achieved by developing countries in the last two decades has been

in the form of high-cost import-substituting industry and that, in many

cases, new industries have become a burden rather than a benefit to the

economies, with adverse effects on agriculture and on the prospects for

increasing exports. Thus the advice to be given to developing countries

on foreign investment policies is closely linked with advice on their

industrial nolicies.

Analysis

In recommending that the Bank "expand further" its advisory role,

the Commission implicitly recognizes that the role would not be a new one

for the Bank. The principal vehicle for the provision of advice has been
1/

country economic missions. The resources devoted to the industrial

sector on these missions have, however, been limited. From the beginning

of 1967 to date, the total of industrial specialist resources devoted to

such coverage has averaged a e five man-years annually. There has AevA3-

tbap han a f increasc emphasis on industrial policy recommendations

to individual countries in this work, exemplified by recent missions to,

e.g., Argentina, Brazil and Miexcio in the pestern Hemisphere, and India,

Indonesia, Iran, Korea and Pakistan in Asia. Appraisal and follow-up of

industrial projects have also provided the occasion for advice on indus-

trial policies.

1/ Some of the general survey missions organized by the Bank included
industrial specialists, but no survey mission has been sent out
since 1964.
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The Industrialization Division of the Economics Department g

undertakp research

ities and-for providig- advice on techniques for stimulating indus-

trialization. The s jects of its studies inclu thus far the a o-

motive industry; he manufacture of certain c ital goods and p oblems

of food pro ssing industries in developin countries; the ructure

of pro ction in both developing and de eloped countries industrializa-

t n patterns in South East Asia; d industrializa onstrategies of

the industrially more advance developing count es.

The Bank's advisory role with respect to policies of individual

countries towards foreign direct investment has been les well-defined.

In the course of the country economic work, such policies have been the

subject of attention when they appeared to be hampering development.

But these policies have not been systematically reviewed, nor has any

specialist been employed to deal with them.

I fully agree with the Commission's recommendation that the Bank's

advisory functions should be enlarged. Many developing countries need

advice on trade, fiscal and other policies which will foster industrial

growth. Tariffs, import licenses, taxation, subsidies, price controls --

all can affect industrial progress to an extent often not fully appre-

ciated by the government involved. Protection policies, which have been

the subject of discussion by the Executive Directors in the context of

some recent Bank Group operations, frequently foster the growth of un-

economiic enterprises. The Bank ought to be in a position to advise its
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I ful4 agree i*th Go el"Isats roomannatim tat the BOm ics

advisory fasotions shbo"& be nlarged. umny dwelopbg comMUaies need

advice a trade, fiscal and ther policies whish will fester industrial

pith. Tariffs, Import 2om.i sE, taxation, subsidies, priso ontrols --

all cn affect Industrial Pwgress to an extent often not fully appre-

olated b7 the goverunmnt in"Ived. Proteotiypolicies, which havo been

the subjest of dIscansimn by the Iaciative Direters in the context of

aw resent Bank Grov operations, freq otly foster the growth of m.

eoc=8io emterpises. The Bank ought to be in a position to advise its



dovelgdp1 omtrr xsere a the implicatimn of particular policies

and to asset than to k suo8 0s, choloss.

It was with this obJ6tve, mang othere, in midd tat I rnomtl

renated u Industrial Projects DopaIMMt in the Bank, The ftawtimsw

of the Dep-tint xisab paWovidg advise to pvinwte and maidria

idatione c iox s d lisatian probam ad p*ises of tme Bek

and its sber, iduamg advise =m industrial planng and prieoitlas,

tn m masure to stimlats ofttiait ad - industrial groth, and an

fwteim inamsun p.o4q. Ts Depultmvt is Intended to help oastrao-

tiwly ard Impsrtiany in tme process of ratioalislag t

Inadstrial asector in d4velopkg cotris.

It in also ow Intantin that comahenmive indmatrial sector stud-

Is shall in future fwma part of the BankI s ecanomc reviews. As te

econoc missins no do for other sectors, the will be systemntblala r

analyzing the inmditrl capaity and strategy of individual eountries

ad the relautimeip of Industrial progress to over-All growth. This

is a difficult prooess which will tas sane time to organse and to

staff, and which wel In dom eorse have budgetary IJ icatiome.

In carrying out its functions, the bdustrial Projects Depi timrt

will work oloe*27 with Us other vilts in Us Donk Group ocaornd with

industrial policies: the I, the Deviept,= t rnanoe Ocmnles ad the

Sommice Deparbwve of tba Bank, as wel as Va Area Doparbe.t omA.

As noted In the ima0010 ndus anaI3ISng tae QumI.M lssi's
Cancrnig IC pfoject identification And industrial prAnMtim wk,
an 3dstrial Coordlnaain Camittee hamen created, amp*$ed of

t Axeuime Vice-Prui ent of the Direters of the Bak's
wdustrial Projects and D kvelopmnt fmIM Companies DL(rt,5.

to asnxe exchange ot Inrfmtion and appropriate auslimc of
-uPanliJ1I y,.



developing country members on the implications of particular policies

and to assist them to make sensible choices.

It was with this objective, among others, in mind that I recently

created an Industrial Projects Department in the Bank. The functions

of the Department include providing advice to governments and making

recommendations on industrialization problems and policies of the Bank

and its members, including advice on industrial planning and priorities,

on measures to stimulate efficient and sound industrial growth, and on

foreign investment policy. The Department is intended to help construc-

tively and impartially in the complicated process of rationalizing the

industrial sector in developing countries.

It is also qy intention that comprehensive industrial sector stud-

ies shall in future form part of the Bank's economic reviews. As the

economic missions now do for other sectors, they will be systematically

analyzing the industrial capacity and strategy of individual countries

and the relationship of industrial progress to over-all growth. This

is a difficult process which will take some time to organize and to

staff, and which will in due course have budgetary implications.

In carrying out its functions, the Industrial Projects Department

will work closely with the other units in the Bank Group concerned with

industrial policies: the IFC, the Development Finance Companies and the
1/

Economics Departments of the Bank, as well as the Area Department concerned.

l/ As noted in the memorandum analyzing the Commissionts recommendation
concerning IFC project identification and industrial promotion work,
an Industrial Coordination Committee has been created, composed of
the Executive Vice-President of IFC I the Directors of the Bank's
Industrial Projects and Development ?inance Companies Departments, >
to assurF ech nge of information and apropriate allocation of
responsibility.



We shall also look to other Latemaimal orgouisations for asei*teno In

their fields of specializiti*m . The U.N. WAdswtrial DOVOU4s00t Qiguisa.

tims (WTIDO), since its eataubliennt a few ypars ago, has bM .ngagsd

prixariv in providiw technical assistane for speoclif le ustrial tiv-

ities. It is now widening its advisory aUvities, and In view of Mw IA-

tention that the Bank should stop up its an activities of tat cbaractet,

closer cooperation with UNIDO seems appropriate. Arrangeants have ..ccu'-

ivg1y been a with UNID for an exchange of infrmaeMn about matte" of

omwn interest, on an intremal basis. The Internatisal Iebuw Owganiaa-

tion (1L) and the U.N, Food ad Agriculture Orgaisatlu (FAO) aft als

conerned with so aspects of indutrialsatien, and we *aUl be oopwwastg

with these agencies as well.

I also believe that WF could useful4 play a role in considering and

advising governmanta en masures to encourage the development of the pri-

vate sectors of their ecoonsies, in particular the flow of foreign private

capital. IFC has begun to collect smez data bearing on this problen. As

I have reported in the mewand= dealing with the 0snnsien's romuda.

tion for a reorientattcn of IC policies, Jhave autbhrised IF to appoint

an nemic Adviser. This adviser will be expected to organise the data

goe1entime wrk mre effioient3y and to evolvo proposals for systmatia

activity b' IVC in providing advice to governnts on their indtrial

and foreign investment poliles.

I em wst now prepered. boeve, to endorse the tontative suggeetom

of the CoUdSsion that eventwalry advisory a4tivitIeS of this character

might be performe4 for the Bank Greup, exclusively by IM7. The Bank



je shall also look to other international organizations for assistance in

their fields of specialization. The U.N. Industrial Development Organiza-

tion (UNIDO), since its establishment a few years ago, has been engaged

primarily in providing technical assistance for specific industrial activ-

ities. It is now widening its advisory activities, and in view of my in-

tention that the Bank should step up its own activities of that character,

closer cooneration with UNIDO seems appropriate. Arrangements have accord-

ingly been made with UNIDO for an exchange of information about matters of

common interest, on an informal basis. The International Labour Organiza-

tion (ILO) and the U.N. Food and Agriculture Oiganization (FAO) are also

concerned with some aspects of industrialization, and we shall be cooperating

with these agencies as well.

I also believe that IFC could usefully -lay a role in considering and

advising governments on measures to encoura;e the development of the pri-

vate sectors of their economies, in particular the flow of foreign private

capital. IFC has begun to collect some data bearing on this problem. As

I have reported in the memorandum dealing with the Commission's recommenda-

tion for . reorientation of IFC policies, 2 have authorized IFC to appoint

an conomic Adviser. This adviser will be expected to organize the data

collection 'ork more efficiently and to evolve proposals for systematic

activity by IFC in providing advice to governments on their industrial

and foreinn investment policies.

I em not now prepared, however, to endorse the tentative suggestion

of the Commission that eventually advisory activities of this character

might be nerformed, for the Bank Group, exclusively by ITC. The Bank
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V i be Coaorned In lewgp na with poial and pmj*Jts In the pbO
sOtoz, and the pubU* eeter J# not an qproviate omin of 110. At

least In the fwta.*le futuw., and probabl om te laig term, it s*N

ante lik*y tat the Bank Group's advisegy estivities In the field ot In.

dutrialisaWOO wiUl be Oanwiod aut varirs2 br the ZudutWal ProjeOt.

or D1vsloPmt Flasaw QempO ees DOPWtmeUts of the Se, an the ae hA,

and by C a the ther, as se fiAtift in the given eituatien.

00"IMAIM0

The plans tor Inrese 61phaais by the Bank on the provision of

&*vif 44se40"Ing the Industrial and investmnt policies of dvelopig

aountri awe ful2 a istent with e s toe re'sc, IMa" . I

intend the t1, as wel, should put itself in a position to provide swioe*

to g0ewsMmats on p).114. of this oha"aUtW' aWfectig th private se'I"

No aetiO br ta Ixeutive Directors is now requived.

,-t"AWMMMW0 1 1 -Woe


